
The Deutsche Bank will host us in their headquarters, where a  panel 
of experts will speak on technology and education; the German For-
eign Office will also host us, and we’ll have working sessions in the two  
biggest political foundations in Germany. We’ll take a tour of Cold 
War sites, discuss the rise of Nazism and the fall of Communism, and 
delve into Europe’s problems and possibilities today—from Ukraine  
to the refugees from the Middle East.

Take a behind-the-scenes tour of the Prague Jewish Museum and  
its cemetery; tour fabled Castle Hill; and enjoy the hospitality of 
the Czech Foreign Ministry where we will meet with diplomats, then 
tour one of the grandest palaces in all of Europe. We will also visit 
 Theresienstadt with survivors who will recount what it was like to 
survive in the Nazis’ “model” ghetto.               

JEWISH HISTORY, HOLOCAUST, AND HUMAN RIGHTS  
IN THE GLOBAL CLASSROOM
At Centropa, we turn the great cities of Central 
 Europe into a classroom—for adults. Apply now  
for what teachers have called “the single most 
powerful learning experience I have ever had.”

We’ll meet with historians such as Philipp Blom, author of  Fracture: 
Life & Culture in the West 1918-1938; discuss Klimt, Schiele and art  
restitution with experts; interview and have lunch with  thirty Holo-
caust survivors; meet diplomats; tour the grand palaces of Habsburg  
Vienna; and tour the Jewish Museum, too.
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INTERESTED_
Apply here: 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/csa2016application

For costs and other questions, please contact: 
Lauren Granite, 
Education Director, North America, 
granite@centropa.org

Each day you will work with teachers, mu-
seum educators, and administrators from 
other countries, all of whom have the same 
goals: to connect our 21st century students  
to 20th century history in ways they find en-
gaging. But we’ll also challenge you, so you 
can challenge them, on how to find “true 
north” morally, ethically, in past history and 
current events—and you will design proj-
ects so they can do all this with their coun-
terparts in other lands. Our goal: broaden 
minds while shrinking the world.  
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